INFORMATION ON THE HOST UNIVERSITY

Name of the institution         University of Piura.
Address                        Pasaje Martir Jose Olaya 162. Lima 18 (Peru).
Telephone                      +5112139600.
Web                            www.udep.edu.pe.
Short description              UDEP is one of the top ten universities in Peru. UDEP has two Campuses (Lima and Piura) with more than eight thousand students. Campus Lima is located in Miraflores, the touristic district, which is very close to the ocean and surrounded by bars, restaurants and museums.

INFORMATION ON THE PLACEMENT OFFER

Mobility                      In-person.
Department                    International Relations Office.
Description of the activities The candidate will support the international office in the:
                                • Creation of graphic pieces.
                                • Editing/creating promotional videos.
                                • Contributing to content planning in English and Spanish for our social networks.
Working languages            English and Spanish.
Working place                 UDEP Internacional.
Mobility period              To be agreed with the candidate.
Length                        15 calendar days.
Daily working hours          6 hours.
No. of placements offered     1.
Supplementary contribution    Lunch at Campus canteen.

CURRICULAR PROFILE OF THE CANDIDATE

Required experience          Previous experience in marketing or communications offices.
Required skills              • Adobe package command: Illustrator, Photoshop, InDesign.
                                • WordPress command.
                                • Knowledge of video editing programs.
                                • Creativity and innovation for the creation of graphics.
                                • Fluency in English (advanced level) and Spanish (intermediate level).
                                • Commitment and responsibility.
**CGU Stella Junior 2022**  
*Mobility and training programme for students*
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